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Abstract
We introduce a realistic analysis for a framework for storing and processing kinetic data
observed by sensor networks. The massive data sets generated by these networks motivates a
significant need for compression. We are interested in the kinetic data generated by a finite
set of objects moving through space. Our previously introduced framework and accompany-
ing compression algorithm assumed a given set of sensors, each of which continuously observes
these moving objects in its surrounding region. The model relies purely on sensor observations;
it allows points to move freely and requires no advance notification of motion plans. Here, we
extend the initial theoretical analysis of this framework and compression scheme to a more real-
istic setting. We extend the current understanding of empirical entropy to introduce definitions
for joint empirical entropy, conditional empirical entropy, and empirical independence. We also
introduce a notion of limited independence between the outputs of the sensors in the system.
We show that, even with this notion of limited independence and in both the statistical and
empirical settings, the previously introduced compression algorithm achieves an encoding size
on the order of the optimal.
1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are ubiquitous; they continuously observe road-traffic conditions [16],
world-wide environmental variables [11, 12], and the locations of fish, birds, moose, and other
wildlife [3,9,14,17]. As sensors continue to become smaller, cheaper, and more reliable, and as cell
phone embedded sensors become more common [13], the need for efficient analysis and storage of
data generated by sensor networks will increase.
Wireless sensor networks record vast amounts of data. For example, road-traffic camera systems
[16] that videotape congestion produce many hours of video or gigabytes of data for analysis even
if the video itself is never stored and is instead represented by its numeric content. In order to
analyze trends in the data, perhaps representing the daily rush hour or the more immediate slow
in traffic directly after a crash, many weeks or months of data from many cities may need to be
stored. As the observation time or number of sensors increases, so does the total data that needs
to be stored in order to perform later queries, which may not be known in advance.
With the goal of handling observed data from these sensor networks, it is important to create a
realistic system that can store and retrieve the large amounts of data generated. Here we consider
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the first issue, that of compression for storage. Compression methods may either be lossless (allow
the original data to be fully reconstructed) or lossy (some of the data may be permanently lost
through approximation methods). Since lossy compression provides much higher compression rates,
it is by far the more commonly studied approach in sensor networks. Our ultimate interest is in
scientific applications involving the monitoring of the motion of objects in space, where the loss of
any data may be harmful to the subsequent analysis. For this reason, we focus on the less studied
problem of lossless compression of sensor network data. Virtually all lossless compression techniques
that operate on a single stream rely on the information redundancy present in the stream in order to
achieve high compression rates [8,15,18]. In the context of sensor networks, this redundancy arises
naturally due to correlations in the outputs of sensors that are spatially close to each other. As
with existing methods for lossy compression [2,7], our approach is based on aggregating correlated
streams and compressing these aggregated streams.
We are particularly interested in kinetic data, by which we mean data arising from the obser-
vation of a discrete set of objects moving in time (as opposed to continuous phenomena such as
temperature). The data sets generated by sensor networks have a number of spatial, temporal,
and statistical properties that render them interesting for study. We assume that we use sensors
at given locations to observe the motion of a discrete set of objects over some domain of interest.
Thus, it is to be expected that the entities observed by one sensor will also likely be observed by
nearby sensors, albeit at a slightly different time. For example, many of the vehicles driving by one
traffic camera are likely to be observed by nearby cameras, perhaps a short time later or earlier.
It is reasonable to expect the data streams generated by nearby sensors to be related. If so, the
information content of the assembled data will be significantly smaller than the size of the raw data.
In other words, the raw sensor streams, when considered in aggregate, will contain a great deal of
redundancy. Well-designed storage and processing systems should capitalize on this redundancy to
optimize space and processing times. In this paper we propose a realistic model of kinetic data as
observed by a collection of fixed sensors. We will analyze a method for the lossless compression of
the resulting data sets to show that this method is within a constant factor of the asymptotically
optimal bit rate, subject to the assumptions of our model.
In an earlier paper we considered these issues under a theoretical analysis [6]. The framework
we presented is purely observational; it relies on no assumptions or advance knowledge about the
underlying object motion. We introduced a lossless compression algorithm within this framework
and showed that, when considered in terms of the Shannon entropy, the compression algorithm
achieved storage space on the order of the optimal joint entropy bound. This compression algorithm
relied on the assumption that a sensor’s output is statistically dependent only on the output of
other locally close sensors. More information about this framework can be found in Section 2.
While our earlier framework provided theoretical guarantees on the compression rates it achieves,
it is based on a theoretical model of sensor networks that may not be satisfied in practice. In par-
ticular, it has two significant drawbacks. The first is an analysis based in the statistical setting
using Shannon entropy and its extensions. These entropy definitions assume an underlying random
process that generates the data, and when analyzing a specific data set the probabilities associated
with each random variable are known in advance; when considering observed sensor data, this
assumption is unrealistic. We extend the framework analysis to hold under the more realistic defi-
nition of empirical entropy [10] that has the advantage of not assuming an underlying stationary,
ergodic random process. Empirical entropy relies only on the observed probabilities of the sensor
data values. In order to perform the complex analyses for the framework in the empirical setting,
we also introduce new definitions for empirical entropy constructs that are analogous to existing
statistical ones: joint empirical entropy, conditional empirical entropy, and empirical independence.
The second modification to the previously introduced framework that should be made in order to
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create a more realistic analysis concerns its assumptions of independence. The framework makes the
assumption that sensor outputs are dependent only on their neighbors and are purely independent
of all other outputs. However, it may be the case that there is some underlying dependence
that may be common to many or all sensor outputs. For example, if the sensors are detecting
and reporting car traffic counts, while nearby sensors may be more likely to see the same traffic
patterns at consecutive time intervals, all sensors are likely to see a decrease in traffic at night and
increases during rush hours. In order to analyze these underlying commonalities in the context of
the framework for kinetic sensor data we introduce a notion of limited independence in both the
statistical and empirical settings.
With the addition of the realistic assumptions of empirical entropy and limited independence,
we revisit the space bounds for the framework compression algorithm and prove that the encoding
size is on the order of the optimal size under an assumption of limited independence for both the sta-
tistical and empirical settings. These extensions confirm that the framework and its accompanying
compression scheme are realistic for use with kinetic sensor data.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions to the understanding and realistic
analysis of kinetic sensor data:
1. An extension of the definition of empirical entropy to definitions for joint empirical entropy,
conditional empirical entropy, and empirical independence. (See Section 4.)
2. An empirical entropy based analysis of a lossless compression algorithm within a sensor-based
framework for kinetic data. (See Section 6.)
3. The introduction of a notion of limited independence between sensor outputs in both statis-
tical and empirical settings. (See Section 5.)
4. The analysis of compression space bounds taking the notion of limited independence into
account in both statistical and empirical settings. (See Section 6.)
2 Framework for Kinetic Sensor Data
In this section we give a more formal introduction to our earlier framework [6] and lossless compres-
sion scheme for discrete kinetic sensor data. This framework will be used as a basis for the results of
this paper. We begin with some basic definitions about the structure of the sensor network and the
associated observed data streams. Consider a static sensor network with S sensors, monitoring the
motion of a collection of moving objects. Let P be a point set indicating the sensor locations. All
sensors are assumed to operate over T synchronized time steps. Each sensor observes the motion
of objects in some region surrounding it, and records an occupancy count indicating the number of
objects passing within its region during the observed time step. No assumptions are made about
the nature of the point motion nor the nature of the sensor regions (e.g., their shapes, density,
disjointness, etc.).
Recall that central to our framework is the notion that each sensor’s output is statistically
dependent on a relatively small number of nearby sensors. For some point p ∈ P , let NNm(p) ⊆ P
be the m nearest neighbors of p. Sensors i and j with associated sensor positions pi, pj ∈ P are said
to be mutually m-close if pi ∈ NNm(pj) and pj ∈ NNm(pi). For a constant m, a sensor system is
said to be m-local if all pairs of sensors that are not mutually m-close are statistically independent.
In [6] we introduced a compression algorithm, PartitionCompress, which operates on an m-
local sensor system. It compresses the sensor outputs to within a constant factor c (depending on
dimension) of the optimal joint entropy bound. Intuitively, the compression algorithm is based on
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the following idea. If two sensor streams are statistically independent, they may be compressed
independently from each other. If not, optimal compression can only be achieved if they are com-
pressed jointly. The algorithm works by compressing the outputs from clusters of nearest neighbor
groups together, as if they were a single stream. In order to obtain the desired compression bounds,
these clusters must be sufficiently well separated so that any two mutually m-close sensors are in
the same cluster. PartitionCompress partitions the points into a constant number c (independent
of m but depending on dimension) of subsets for which this is true and then compresses clusters
together to take advantage of local dependencies. The compression of a single cluster may be per-
formed using any string compression algorithm; to obtain the near optimal bound, this algorithm
must compress streams to their optimal entropy bound. In Section 6, we will show that LZ78, the
Lempel-Ziv dictionary compression algorithm [18], is sufficient for our purposes.
3 Statistical Setting
As a point of reference, we begin by considering entropy and independence in the traditional
statistical setting. In this setting, a sensor’s output stream is modeled by a stationary, ergodic
random process X over an alphabet Σ of fixed size. The statistical probability p(x) of some outcome
x ∈ Σ is the probability associated with that outcome by the underlying random process. The
statistical entropy of X is defined to be −
∑
x∈Σ p(x) log p(x). (Throughout, logarithms are taken











A fundamental fact from information theory is that this value represents the number of bits
needed to encode a single character of the stream [1]. Unless otherwise specified, all references to
entropy will mean normalized entropy. The normalized joint statistical entropy of two streams X
and Y is defined to be






p(x, y) log p(x, y),
where p(x, y) denotes the joint probability of both x and y occurring. The normalized joint statis-
tical entropy of a set of strings X = {X1, . . . , XZ} is defined analogously and is denoted H(X).
We say that two sensor streams X and Y are statistically independent if, for all k and any
x, y ∈ Σk, we have p(x, y) = p(x)p(y). If X and Y are statistically independent then H(X,Y ) =
H(X) +H(Y ) [1]. The following technical result will be of later use.
Lemma 3.1. Consider two sensor outputs X and Y over the same time period. Let X +Y denote
the componentwise sum of these streams. Then H(X + Y ) ≤ H(X,Y ) ≤ H(X) +H(Y ).
Proof. To prove the first inequality, let Z = X + Y , and observe that p(z) =
∑
x+y=z p(x, y).
Clearly, if x+ y = z, then p(x, y) ≤ p(z). Thus,
H(X + Y ) = −
∑
z










p(x, y) log p(x, y) = H(X,Y ).
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By basic properties of conditional entropy (see, e.g., [1]), we have
H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y |X) ≤ H(X) +H(Y ),
which establishes the second inequality.
4 Empirical Setting
Unlike statistical entropy, empirical entropy is based purely on the observed string, and does not
assume an underlying random process. It replaces the probabilities of normalized entropy over sub-
strings of length k by observed probabilities, conditioned on the value of the previous k characters.
Let X be a string of length T over some alphabet Σ of fixed size. For k ≥ 1 and x ∈ Σk, let c0(x)
denote the number of times x appears in X, and let c(x) denote the number of times x appears
without being the suffix of X. Let pX(x) = c(x)/(T − k) denote the observed probability of x in X.
(When X is clear from context, we will express this as p(x).) Following the definitions of Kosaraju













For a ∈ Σ, let pX(a|x) = c(xa)/c(x) denote the observed probability that a is the next character of












As observed in Kosaraju and Manzini [10], it is easily verified that T · Hk(X) is a lower bound to
the output size of any compressor that encodes each symbol with a code that only depends on the
symbol itself and the k immediately preceding symbols. In the rest of this section, we introduce new
extensions of these notions of empirical entropy to concepts that are analogous to those defined for
the statistical entropy. Given two strings X,Y ∈ ΣT and x, y ∈ Σk, define c(x, y) to be the count
of the number of indices i, 1 ≤ i ≤ T − k, such that X[i . . . i+ k− 1] = x and Y [i . . . i+ k− 1] = y.
Define pX,Y(x, y) = c(x, y)/(T − k). For a, b ∈ Σ, define pX,Y(a, b|x, y) = c(xa, yb)/c(x, y) to be the
observed probability of seeing a and b in X and Y , respectively, just after seeing x and y. The
joint empirical entropy of X and Y is defined to be








pX,Y(a, b|x, y) log p(a, b|x, y)
 .
The joint empirical entropy of a set of strings X = {X1, . . . , XZ} is defined analogously and is
denoted Hk(X).
We define the conditional empirical entropy of two strings X,Y ∈ ΣT to be








pX,Y(a, b|x, y) log pX,Y(x, a|y, b),
where we define pX,Y(x, a|y, b) = pX,Y(a, b|x, y)/pY(b|y) to be the probability that a directly follows
x in X given that b directly follows y in Y .
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We say that two strings X and Y are empirically independent if, for all j ≤ k + 1 and all
x, y ∈ Σj , the observed probability of x occurring at the same time instant as y is equal to the
product of the observed probabilities of each outcome individually, that is, pX,Y(x, y) = pX(x)pY(y).
If X and Y are empirically independent then this also implies that, for a ∈ Σ and b ∈ Σ,
pX,Y(a, b|x, y) = pX(a|x)pY(b|y).
The following technical lemma provides a few straightforward generalizations regarding prop-
erties of statistical entropy to empirical entropy.
Lemma 4.1. Consider two strings X,Y ∈ ΣT . Let X +Y denote the componentwise sum of these
strings.
(i) If X and Y are empirically independent, Hk(X,Y ) = Hk(X) + Hk(Y ).
(ii) Hk(X,Y ) = Hk(X) + Hk(Y |X).
(iii) Hk(X,Y ) ≤ Hk(X) + Hk(Y ).
(iv) Hk(X + Y ) ≤ Hk(X) + Hk(Y ).
Proof. We will not prove (i) here, since it will follow as a special case of Lemma 5.2 below (by
setting δ = 0). To prove (ii), observe that by manipulation of the definitions








pX,Y(a, b|x, y) log pX,Y(a, b|x, y)

= Hk(X) + Hk(Y |X).
Symmetrically, we have Hk(X,Y ) = Hk(Y ) + Hk(X|Y ).
To prove (iii), using (ii) we need only prove that Hk(Y |X) ≤ Hk(Y ). By definition, we have














Since clearly c(x, y) ≤ c(y) for all x and y, this means that





















pY (b|y) log pY (b|y)
]
= Hk(Y ) ,
which completes the proof of (iii).














pZ(a+ b|x+ y) log pZ(a+ b|x+ y)
 ,
where x+ y is an outcome of length k and a+ b is an outcome of length 1 in the new string X +Y .
By the same reasoning as in Lemma 3.1, pX,Y(x, y) ≤ pZ(x+ y). Substituting this relationship into
our equation and, since we desire an upper bound, considering only cases in which
−pX,Y(a+ b|x+ y) log pX,Y(a+ b|x+ y) ≤ −pX,Y(a, b|x, y) log(pX,Y(a, b|x, y)),
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we find that








pX,Y(a, b|x, y) log pX,Y(a, b|x, y)

= Hk(X,Y ).
By (iii) we have Hk(X,Y ) ≤ Hk(X) + Hk(Y ), which implies that Hk(X + Y ) ≤ Hk(X) + Hk(Y ), as
desired.
5 Limited Independence
Perfect statistical or empirical independence is too strong an assumption to impose on sensor out-
puts. For example, if strings are drawn from independent sources, empirical independence will hold
only in the limit. To deal with this, in this section we introduce a notion of limited independence
for both the statistical and empirical settings. Given 0 ≤ δ < 1, we say that a set of sensor streams








In the following lemma, we develop a relationship regarding the entropies of statistically δ-independent
streams.
Lemma 5.1. Given 0 ≤ δ < 1 and a set of statistically δ-independent streams X = {X1, X2, ..., XZ},
(1− δ)(
∑Z
i=1H(Xi))−O(δ) ≤ H(X) ≤ (1 + δ)(
∑Z
i=1H(Xi)) +O(δ) .
Proof. For simplicity of presentation, here we prove the lemma for sets X = {X,Y }. The proof for
a set of any size follows clearly from this presentation.
Recall that






p(x, y) log p(x, y).
By the assumption of statistical δ-independence, and by manipulation of the definitions, we have













p(x)p(y)(1 + δ) log
1
p(x)p(y)(1− δ)








By a Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of δ = 0, we see that (1 + δ) log 1(1−δ) = O(δ), which
yields H(X,Y ) ≤ (1 + δ)(H(X) + H(Y )) + O(δ). The proof that (1 − δ)(H(X) + H(Y )) − O(δ)
follows symmetrically.
We also introduce the idea of limited independence in the context of empirical entropy. Given
0 ≤ δ < 1 a set of strings {X1, X2, ..., XZ} is empirically δ-independent if, for all xi ∈ Σj for









Lemma 5.2. Given 0 ≤ δ < 1, and a set of empirically δ-independent strings X = {X1, X2, ..., XZ}








Proof. For simplicity of presentation, here we prove the lemma for sets X = {X,Y }. The general
case is a straightforward generalization.








p(a, b|x, y) log p(a, b|x, y)
Let p(a, b|x, y) = pX,Y(a, b|x, y), and recall that pX,Y(a, b|x, y) = c0(xa, yb)/c(x, y) where c0(xa, yb)
is the number of times the string xa ∈ X appears at the same indices as yb ∈ Y , we have

















c0(xa, yb)(T − k)
T − k
log p(a, b|x, y).
Since p(xa, yb) = c0(xa,yb)T−k and p(a, b|x, y) =
c0(xa,yb)
c(x,y) this is






































= Hk(X) + Hk(Y ).
Now we develop an upper bound on the earlier equation. Let f = −p(xa, yb) log p(xa,yb)p(x,y) =








where, by the definition of δ-independence,











Since p(xa, yb) = p(a|x)p(x)p(b|y)p(y), this is equal to














Substituting back in for f and using our previously developed relationship, we have
Hk(X,Y ) ≤ (1 + δ)(Hk(X) + Hk(Y )) +







p(a|x)p(b|y) log 1 + δ
1− δ
= (1 + δ)(Hk(X) + Hk(Y )) +

















Consider the Taylor expansion for g(δ) in the neighborhood of δ = 0 (i.e., the Maclaurin series).
The Maclaurin series for g(δ) is within a constant factor of the expansion for log(1/(1 − δ)) =
δ + δ2/2 + δ3/3 +O(δ4). Since δ < 1 by definition, δi > δj for i < j, so log(1/(1− δ)) = O(δ) and
g(δ) = O(δ). Substituting back into our main inequality, we have
Hk(X,Y ) ≤ (1 + δ)(Hk(X) + Hk(Y )) +
(1 + δ)(T − k)
T
O(δ)
≤ (1 + δ)(Hk(X) + Hk(Y )) +O(δ).
The proof that
(1− δ)(Hk(X) + Hk(Y ))−O(δ) ≤ Hk(X,Y )
proceeds symmetrically.
6 Compression Space Bounds
In this section will consider the encoding size that can be achieved by PartitionCompress [6]. Recall
that PartitionCompress relies on a compression algorithm as a subroutine; the compression bounds
for this subroutine will impact the final encoding size achieved by PartitionCompress. We will
analyze this size in both statistical and empirical settings. In either context, we will use Encalg(X)
to denote the length of the encoded set of sensor outputs X, where alg is the compression algorithm
used by PartitionCompress.
6.1 Statistical Setting
Given a set of streams X = {X1, X2, ..., XZ} in a statistical setting, standard information theory
results [1] tell us that the optimal encoded space is
∑Z
i=1H(Xi) bits. Call this Sopt(X). From
Section 5, we know that the optimal space used by an encoded set of statistically δ-independent




−O(δ) bits. Call this Sopt(X, δ). Let opt be some compression
algorithm that achieves the optimal statistical entropy encoding length, for example LZ78. We
know from [6] that Encopt(X) = O(H(X)) bits for a set of observations from an m-local sensor
system, where the hidden constant is exponential in m and the doubling dimension. We define
a statistically (δ,m)-local sensor system to be the same as an m-local sensor system but with an
assumption of δ-independence between the clusters instead of pure independence. We have the
following theorem regarding the space used by PartitionCompress:
Theorem 6.1. Given a set X of sensor outputs from a statistically (δ,m)-local sensor system, for
any 0 ≤ δ < 1− Ω(1),
Enc(X) = O(max{δT, Sopt(X, δ)}) bits.
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Proof. The optimal space bound is
Sopt(X, δ) = T (1− δ)
Z∑
i=1
H(Xi) − T ·O(δ)




















The rest of the proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.3, but for H(Xi) instead of
Hk(Xi) and with an extra constant factor hidden in the final bound.
The space established in Theorem 6.1 is the basic statistical encoded space bound. It hides con-
stants that are exponential in m and the doubling dimension. As a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1
and Theorem 6.1 we have the following corollary:
Corollary 6.1. Consider two sensor outputs X and Y over the same time period. Let X+Y denote
the componentwise sum of these streams over some commutative semigroup. Then Encopt(X+Y ) ≤
Encopt(X) + Encopt(Y ) in the statistical setting.
6.2 Empirical Setting
In the rest of this section, we extend the results of Section 6.1 to the empirical setting. In order to
reason about the empirically optimal space bound for a set of strings X, consider the string X∗ over
the alphabet ΣZ created from the original set of strings by letting the ith character of the new string,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ T , be equal to a new character created by concatenating the ith character of each string
in the original set. As mentioned earlier, the new string’s optimal encoded space bound is T ·Hk(X∗).
Lemma 6.1. Given a set of strings X and a string X∗ created from X as described above, Hk(X∗) =
Hk(X).
Proof. Recall that the definition of joint empirical entropy is based on the observed probability
that single characters occur in all strings at the same string index directly after specific substrings
of length k. Observe that by the construction of X∗, simultaneous occurrences appear for the same
indices at which a single combined character appears in X∗. This observation implies that if Hk(X)
is restated to refer to the characters appearing in X∗, Hk(X∗) = Hk(X).
Corollary 6.2. The minimum number of bits to encode a set X of strings, assuming that each
character depends only on the preceding k characters, is Sopt(X) = T · Hk(X).
We will rely on context to distinguish between Sopt(X) in statistical and empirical contexts.
Although this construction suggests a compression procedure, it is impractical because in order to
capture the repetitive nature of the strings in X, the window size k would need to grow exponen-
tially based on the size of the alphabet for each additional sensor stream. Instead, we use the more
local approach of PartitionCompress.
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We define an empirically m-local sensor system to be analogous to the definition of an m-local
sensor system, but with an assumption of empirical independence instead of statistical indepen-
dence. Similarly, an empirically (δ,m)-local sensor system assumes empirical δ-independence in-
stead of statistical independence. The algorithm PartitionCompress relies on an entropy encoding
algorithm as a subroutine. In the context of an empirical entropy-based analysis it would be ap-
propriate to use the data structure developed by Ferragina and Manzini [4] as the subroutine that
jointly compresses the streams from a single cluster. The Ferragina and Manzini structure [4] gives
an optimal space bound of O(T · Hk(Xi)) + T · o(1) where Xi is the merged stream for that single
cluster. We are interested in developing a lower bound on the compression that can be achieved
using PartitionCompress in an empirical setting. Instead of using a specific algorithm we use the
bound of Sopt(X) discussed earlier and call the algorithm that achieves this bound opt. Assuming
empirical independence of the set of strings X from z separate clusters within a single partition,
compressing these clusters separately achieves the optimal bound of Sopt(X) = T ·
∑z
i=1 Hk(Xi)
space for a single partition. As a direct consequence, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Given a set X of sensor outputs from an empirically m-local sensor system,
Encopt(X) = O(Sopt(X)) bits.
The hidden constants from Theorem 6.2 and for Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 grow exponentially in
m and the doubling dimension of the space in which the sensors reside. If we consider empirical δ-
independence, then the lower bound achieved by the compression algorithm (over Z total clusters in




i=1 Hk(Xi) is not generally equal to Hk(X), and so
an optimal algorithm may be able to reduce the bound due to the δ dependence allowed. By applica-





We have the following theorem regarding the compressed size of the sensor outputs.
Theorem 6.3. Given a set X of sensor outputs from an empirically (δ,m)-local sensor system for
0 ≤ δ < 1− Ω(1), Encopt(X) = O(max{δT, Sopt(X)}) bits.
Proof. An optimal algorithm would compress each partition to take the greatest advantage of the
dependence between clusters. It would achieve a space bound of

























Here we consider the two possible cases for the relationship of O(δ) to
∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi):
















For this case, PartitionCompress’s space bound is within O(δ) of the optimal for a single
one of the c partitions, or a total of O(δ) times Sopt(X, δ), which is O(δ · T ), since O(δ) ≥∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi).






















= O(1 + δ).
For this case, PartitionCompress’s space bound is O((1 + δ)Sopt(X, δ)), which is O(Sopt(X))
since δ < 1− Ω(1).
The final total space bound is max {O(δT ), O (Sopt(X))}.
For this paper, we will also be interested in the LZ78 algorithm, since the dictionary created in
the process of compression is useful for searching compressed text without uncompressing it. While
Kosaraju and Manzini [10] show that LZ78 does not achieve the optimal bound of T ·Hk(X), they
show that it uses space at most T ·Hk(X)+O((T log log T )/ log T ). In our context, this means that
each cluster uses space T · Hk(X) +O((T log log T )/ log T ).
Theorem 6.4. Given a set X = {X1, X2, ..., XZ} of sensor outputs taken over a sufficiently long



















Proof. An optimal algorithm would compress each partition to take the most advantage of the















O((T log log T )/ log T )
where Z is the total number of clusters over all partitions. The ratio is∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi) +
∑Z

































i=1O((log log T )/ log T )
O(δ)
]






























Here, we consider two sub-cases based on the relationship between O((Z log log T )/ log T ) and∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi).
(a) Case O((log log T )/ log T ) ≥
∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi):
Then the ratio is at most O((1 + δ)(log log T )/ log T ), for a total space of
O((1 + δ)((log log T )/ log T )Sopt(X)), which is O(T (log log T )/ log T ) since
O((log log T )/ log T ) ≥
∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi) > O(δ).
(b) Case O((log log T )/ log T ) <
∑Z
i=1 Hk(Xi):






= O(1 + δ)
for a single one of the c partitions, or O (1 + δ) total times Sopt(X, δ), which is O(Sopt(X))
since δ < 1− Ω(1).
The final bound is O (max {δT, Sopt(X, δ), T (log log T )/ log T}) total space.
As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1(iv) and Theorem 6.4 we have the following corollary:
Corollary 6.3. Consider two sensor outputs X and Y over the same time period. Let X+Y denote
the componentwise sum of these streams over some commutative semigroup. Then EncLZ78(X +
Y ) ≤ EncLZ78(X) + EncLZ78(Y ) in the empirical setting.
We have now established EncLZ78(X) in both statistical and empirical settings (Theorems 6.1
and 6.4 respectively). For future analyses we may also be interested in the number of nodes (repre-
senting words) in the dictionary resulting from the LZ78 compression process, denoted d. Note that
due to the nature of the dictionary, d = O(T/ log T ) [5], so T = Ω(d log d). Since d log d is the total
space needed to store the compressed string and dictionary, in our context d log d = EncLZ78(X).
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